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Directors' statements
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Lex Gainsbury

I took up a Director Post at our last AGM in January 2020 and
shortly after the world as we knew it turned on its head with the
COVID-19 pandemic. It feels like I am looking back far further than
20 odd months when I think of Spring 2020, still meeting as a
group with no real idea of what was yet to come. During the past
20 months, which have been so difficult for so many people on so
many levels, one of the constants for me has been an enormous
sense of pride to be involved with a community organisation that
took every opportunity available to be a resource and source of
support to our community. And what a value it proved to be! As
lockdowns relaxed sufficiently to enable the prospect of meeting
again, we were able to provide people with physical and
psychologically safe spaces to meet up, exercise and feel part of
their community. We saw the number of people attending our
sessions ballooning in response and it was just the best feeling to
see how Freemoovement offered people exactly what they needed
in a safe, responsible, and considerate way. What mattered most
to me was that our new recruits came from all walks of life. Not
just the dedicated gym bunnies looking for an alternative whilst
their usual facilities were out of bounds, but also those newer to
group physical activity, or simply looking to reconnect after an
isolating few months. And for me this has always been the value of
Freemoovement;

welcoming,

non-judgemental,

accessible,

inclusive, loveliness. Likewise with the new play sessions
throughout the summer holidays. These were such a joyful
opportunity to engage new families and hopefully new younger
recruits into our various arms…! Paul I still haven’t given up on the
idea of school-based parent and child FM ‘minibites’ – jog on Joe
Wickes!! So, in conclusion to my ramble, thank you, I think you are
all amazing, I think Freemoovement is amazing, and now I have
moved to Teignmouth you are going to have to hold me to Devon
wide expansion!
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Sue Taylor

Directors' statements
I became one of the founding directors right in
the early days of Freemoovement, following Paul
putting out a "Call to Action” asking who would
like to work out in Cowick Barton to take
advantage of the newly installed trim trail.
We went from initially a handful of people
exercising together, to a few weeks later and
the slightly panicked look on Paul's face when
about 30 people turned up one sunny evening.
Really Freemoovement has never looked back
since then and has grown from strength to
strength, diversified and expanded into other
parks and towns. The fundamental principles of
providing a safe, friendly, non-judgemental
space where people can enjoy a work-out in the
fresh air, in the sunshine, rain or under the stars
for an hour or so, meet new people and forge
friendships remains, which is fabulous.
One of the things I really love when I am out and
about in St Thomas, is the number of people I
see who are Freemoovers. Personally I feel
really proud to be a Freemoover, proud of what
the organisation has achieved, and all the
amazing people who take part.
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Paul Mouland

Directors' statements
“The Persistence of Memory”
It appeared that time melted like Dali’s clocks over the past 20
months since we last had an AGM and produced a business
report, with time sometimes speeding up and then grinding to a
shuddering halt.
What kept many of us sane was the hope that, when we could
get back out into social, community spaces where we feel safe in
the company of others there would still groups and services
provided that re-established human connections and community
solidarity.
Throughout the pandemic the willingness of our volunteers to
step up and break out of their comfort zone in the face of
continuous uncertainty has been awe-inspiring. Moments when
being outside the front door seemed weird soon gave way,
however then we were challenged and left wondering if meeting
in a park as a group of six to plan how we delivered a session
was allowed or even sensible.
Having passionate, educated, motivated and driven volunteers
challenge and question decisions and processes is vital to
maintaining a ground-breaking and forward-thinking community
organisation. Without their support Freemoovement simply
wouldn’t exist, and the incredible impact we make every day,
positively changing people lives wouldn’t happen. To our
volunteers we are all indebted and I hope this report in some way
adequately highlights the vital services they provide for so many
people in our communities.
My final thought goes back to Dali’s clocks in his surreal picture
from 1931 entitled “The Persistence of Memory”. It makes me
think that although time may look and feel different, as long as
we can keep active, support our communities and make positive
change, we will persist and continue making happy memories
without thinking realising it.
Thanks once again to everyone who has contributed to the
Freemoovement project since the start of the pandemic and
before. Be PROUD
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Vision, Mission,
Impact

EME
Vision

We want every community to be able to take control and responsibility for improving
their physical health and mental well-being by engaging with each other in their local
open spaces.

Mission

Our mission is to train, educate and inspire communities to use their local spaces to
benefit the health and well-being of their communities.

Impact

As a result of our regular sessions and projects, communities will be more active and
drawn closer together around a desire for health improvement while tackling some
modern-day health challenges around social isolation, poor mental health and
sedentary lifestyles

This whole idea is brilliant:
Despite the spotty
free exercise in my local park
dogs, Freemoovement with my neighbours. Thanks
is just brilliant! You
are doing an amazing to Paul and all the volunteers
thing. Thank you! 🏃🏃🏃 who make it happen.
SO GLAD THAT FREEMOOVEMENT WAS
CREATED AND SO GRATEFUL AND THANKFUL
TO ALL THE VOLUNTEERS THAT HAVE
HELPED TO KEEP IT RUNNING OVER THE
YEARS! 😊
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Membership numbers up to Oct 2021

1,249 Total Members
1,109 FREEMOOVEMENT

24%

140 FREEPLAY
This represents an Increase of
578 since the start of the pandemic.
FREE-PLAY accounts for 24% of new
members

New members by location / project
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Cowick

Torquay

Belmont

St Thomas

Heavitree

Every person counts

Freewheelin'

West Garth

It's really important to recognise that every individual that signs up and comes
along to a session counts. Every person that joins Freemoovement, through
whichever format has their own reason for attending and our volunteers positively
change thier lives.
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Volunteer Hours
& Social Value
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Without volunteers we simply wouldn’t exist and couldn’t make the impact we do in our
communities. This is why we place our volunteers as our most valued resource.
Throughout the past 20 months although we sustained long periods of lockdown during
the pandemic, we managed to sustain high levels of engagement from our volunteers
through various projects including:

Delivering food and essential supplies from the Community Larder and the St
Thomas food fight.
Hosting emergency community Zoom meetings for the city wards of St Thomas,
Exwick and Alphington.
Delivering FreeGroovement, FreeSpirit and normal FM sessions online while full
lockdowns were in place.
FREEPLAY the new family summer holiday engagement programme.
Freemoovement sessions restarting with higher demands on volunteer numbers in
our well-established locations in Exeter as well as launching in two new locations:
Heavitree and Torquay.
Freewheelin’ returned in 2021, after an absence due to no insurance cover through
British Cycling, with the standard bike rides and a new pilot programme called From
Sofa to Saddle.
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Volunteer Hours &
Social Value
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Volunteer hours by project
FM Sessions

2,850

Community Larder

972

FreePlay

210

Freewheelin

160

FreeGroovment and spirit

90

Zoom Meetings

75

Movies

32
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Volunteer Hours &
Social Value
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SOCIAL VALUE

Social value is the quantification of the relative
importance that people place on the changes they
experience in their lives. It is important to consider
and measure this social value from the perspective
of those affected by an organisation’s work.
Examples of social value might be the value we
experience from increasing our confidence &
wellbeing, building a stonger community of
volunteers or from living next to a community park.
These things are important to us but are not
commonly expressed or measured in the same way
that financial value is.

Although it is difficult to calculate
and attach a financial number to
Social value, The Housing Association
Charitable Trust, HACT, have created
a tool which measures contributions
such as Training and Education,
Volunteer hours and Participant
attendance to programmes. Using
this tool, the combined contribution
of Freemoovement adds up to a
staggering £1,028,375.
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MOOVING So FAR, So FAST!
FREEMOOVEMENT LIGHT (FLIGHT)
Launched at the start of 2019, Freemoovement light
was gathering pace and engaging mature attendees
and people with mobility issues. This introductory level
programme was aimed at getting people started who
may not be able to complete a full FREEMOOVEMENT
session. Due to the nature of the attendees, most of
whom were classified in the extremely vulnerable
category when the pandemic started, we have had to
shelve the programme until we can safely bring it back.

FREE-SPIRIT
Through the pandemic we had the
opportunity to test and launch some
online yoga and tai chi sessions.
These were well received but faded
due to Zoom Fatigue. This is
something that we’ll explore further
and potentially relaunch in 2022 as
outdoor evening sessions.
We were incredibly grateful to Sonia
and Helen for leading these sessions
and giving us the time and space to
find some calm and balance.

FREEGROOVEMENT
Again, although there were downsides which effected
normal sessions throughout the pandemic, we
managed to make the most of what we could.
One such opportunity was finally getting to launch and
test FreeGroovement, which proved a huge success
and a monumental relief for people on Friday nights.
Dressing up, dancing in kitchens, and getting the finger
lasers out is something I won’t forget for a long time.
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Project Development
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MOOVING So FAR, So FAST!
FREEWHEELIN’
Another of our incredibly successful projects,
this social bike riding programme launched
and tested in May 2019 had to be halted in
2020 due to insurance issues from British
Cycling. Because of the hesitancy and
uncertainty, and in addition the increased
administration procedures resulting from the
pandemic we simply didn’t have the capacity
to deliver.
Fortunately, we were able to restart the
programme in 2021, & despite poor weather
we managed to lead 10 rides and support
various events including the Cowick Barton
Cycle festival and an e-bike ride in Cranbrook.

FREEMOOVEMENT
The basic but most effective and engaging project we have, delivering fun
focused circuit training in local parks and open spaces. This continues to grow
and expand despite the pandemic. This represents the core ethos of
Freemoovement where people come together as a local community to exercise,
socialise and improve their physical health and mental wellbeing along the way.
For FREE.
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Project Development
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MOOVING So FAR, So FAST!

FREEPLAY

Although FREE-PLAY wasn’t quite delivered as planned, we ended up
far exceeding expectations with what is sure to be a new annual
programme. We could give you data such as the first session had
over 150 people in Cowick Barton and by the end of the summer we
achieved over 1,400 attendances in Cowick and West Garth parks –
but that doesn’t tell the story half as well as a picture with over 40
people playing Tug of War.
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St Thomas
Community Larder

On a M
ission
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Since April 2020 several volunteers have dedicated their time and effort to supporting the St Thomas Community larder. Over
the period of 81 weeks we have delivered to approximately 16 households per week. Each household receives around 20 kilos
of food and supplies making a total delivery weight of 25,920 Kgs.
In addition to supporting the Larder we also delivered 40 meals a week to homeless people sheltered at St David’s. Through
this partnership with St Thomas food fight we delivered over 1000 hot meals.
It’s easy to calculate the weight of food and supplies that have been delivered, but much harder to calculate the life changing
impact this support has had on the recipients.
This has been a very challenging volunteer role with many recipients suffering from various mental and physical health
conditions which need much more professional support than we could offer across the doorstep. Even so, the act of delivering
and offering kind words and support to these people in desperate need will never be forgotten.

Partnerships &
Collaborations
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Financial Statement
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Balance sheet

Profit and loss account
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Training Courses
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We continue to deliver 3 courses which help communities
develop knowledge, skills and experience in identifying and
understanding community needs and delivering mental health,
wellbeing and physical activity programmes to support the
most in need members of their community.
The 3 courses are:
1.

YMCA award in Community Activation (Level 2)

2.

First Aid for Mental Health (Level 1, 2 & 3)

3.

Make Every Contact Count (MECC)
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Testimonials
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I just want to say thank you so much for a fantastic
afternoon. Joe and I loved being part of the group. We do
lots of things by ourselves at the weekend but having a
group of people to share it with is truly uplifting. You’re
doing and essential job. The cycle ride made our weekend.
Thank you again.

Freemoovement is a great social movement that got everyone
moving and having fun. They deserve all the support in the
world for what they have done and still doing for the
community. Thanks to all those who created the movement
and volunteered.

I have been enjoying Freemoovement, I've made some new
friends and it has improved my health and helped me in
all areas of my life.

These sessions are all supported by amazingly cheerful &
helpful volunteers - can't thank them enough for their time &
enthusiasm x
I
adore
Freemoovement:
it's
purpose,
community,
leaders/volunteers and impact on my own health and
wellbeing as well as those around me. I pledge my eternal
support to FM! Can't wait to finally have a crew t-shirt, too!

I love Freemoovement, great way to keep active, real
community spirit!
Nice to see everyone is encouraged to work/exercise within
their own capabilities, and like me who's struggling more
and more with aching knees are allowed to find an easier
alternative to certain exercises.
We love Freewheeling, It gets us out and about as a family
unit. Exploring our beautiful surroundings, meeting new
people, and keeping fit/focused. Thank you!
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Gallery
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Annual Report
Company details
Freemoovement UK CIC
No. 10989363
115 Regent street
Exeter
EX2 9EJ
07709300765
fremoovement@hotmail.com
Thank you to all involved in making Freemoovement such a
wonderful community project including our Directors, Funders,
Partners, Attendees and most importantly our incredible Volunteers.

